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On a compact n-dimensional C” manifold a with boundary r we consider 
a matrix A of linear partial differential operators that are not all of the same 
order. For such systems it is not evident what to regard as Cauchy data (on r). 
We introduce a definition of the so-called reduced Cauchy data, ranging in a 
vector bundle over r, which allows us (1) to set up a Cauchy problem (well 
posed in the noncharacteristic, analytic case) without the usual extra com- 
patibility condition; (2) to construct boundary projectors in the space of reduced 
Cauchy data for Douglis-Nirenberg elliptic systems, with which the study of 
boundary problems is carried over to a (global) study of a pseudodifferential 
problems over I’. Further applications (e.g. to spectral theory, outlined in [4]) will 
be given elsewhere. 
INTRODUCTION 
On a compact n-dimensional Cot manifold a with boundary r and interior Q 
we consider a matrix A = (Ast)s,t=I,...,e of linear partial differential operators 
A,, of orders I, - k, , respectively, where {II ,..., I, ; k, ,..., kp} is a given system 
of integers. A is called elliptic (in the sense of Douglis and Nirenberg, see [l]), 
when the matrix aO(A)(x, [) formed of the principal symbols u,~-,Jd,,)(x, e) 
is regular for all (x, 5) E T*(G)\O. 
The question of well-posed boundary problems for such elliptic operators 
was settled by Agmon et al. [l], who gave an algebraic condition (the com- 
plementing condition) that is necessary and sufficient for the best possible 
regularity of solutions. The method of proof is based on a triangularization of 
the matrix aO(A)(x, ([‘, .$,)), considered as a polynomial in &, for each (x, E’) 
with x E r. (See also Hiirmander [8, Chapter X], where a dzizgonalization at 
each (x, 6) is used.) For systems of a single order (i.e., 1r = ... = I,, 
k, = . . . = k,), Calderon [3], Seeley [12], and Hiirmander [9] later established 
a global method for discussing boundary problems, by introducing certain 
pseudodifferential projection operators in the space of Cauchy data associated 
with A on r, by means of which the boundary problem is reduced to a pseudo- 
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differential operator problem on r. This reduction permits discussion of non- 
elliptic boundary problems (see [9]); a related reduction pertaining to the 
discussion of semiboundedness was given in [5, 61. 
One of the aims of the present paper is to establish similar projectors over r 
associated with elliptic systems A where not all I, (or all K,) are equal (in short, 
mixed-order systems). Since the above-mentioned triangularization (or diago- 
nalization) does not depend in a natural way on the point (x, [‘), it has been 
necessary to use quite different methods to get a global result. 
The immediate problem in the treatment of mixed-order systems is that it 
is not evident what to regard as Cauchy data. A good candidate would seem 
to be the set of traces /3u that appears in the Green’s formula (for (&, V) - 
(u, A*v)), called the total trace below. However, the boundary term in Green’s 
formula is a degenerate sesquilinear form on the total traces of u and V. Also 
for dimensional reasons, the set /3u is too large, and in fact the Cauchy problem 
for A (cf. [7]) is usually formulated in such a way that @ is prescribed on r, 
but an additional compatibility condition (between Au and /3u) is added. 
We analyze in Chapter 1 the Green’s formula and the Cauchy problem (for 
general systems A) along with each other, and find a close connection: The 
boundary form in Green’s formula and the compatibility condition in the 
Cauchy problem define two distinct blocks 02 and ~?8 in a certain matrix B (of 
differential operators on r), with a related interpretation on the remaining 
blocks, where .P is bijective exactly when r is noncharacteristic for A. In that 
case this has the consequences: (1) There is a naturally defined boundary 
operator K (p composed with a surjective differential operator) for which the 
Cauchy problem (as in [7]) is equivalent with the problem 
Au =f inQ KU = * on r, 
without any compatibility condition; we call KU the reduced Cauchy data. (Let 
us note that ~11 is globally defined, and ranges in a not always trivial (but stably 
trivial) vector bundle over r, even when Q C IP. Wagschal [14] has a more 
refined, necessarily local choice of Cauchy data in the analytic case.) (2) The 
boundary form in Green’s formula is nondegenerate on the reduced Cauchy data. 
In Chapter 2, this is used to introduce pseudodifferential projectors for the 
elliptic systems. We first extend the boundary operators to larger spaces, 
generalizing techniques of Lions and Magenes [l l] (this would also provide 
the basis for a thorough generalization of their work). It is found here that KU, 
but not j%, extends to all distributions u E USER EP(sZ)* for which Au EL~(Q)‘J. 
Next, we present the projectors P+ and P- in two versions: One where they 
act directly on the range space for /?, and must be supplied with a third projector 
(Theorems 2.11 and 2.12); and another, where they act on the range space for K 
(Theorem 2.14). 
Finally, we show in Chapter 3 how this can be applied to the study of 
solvability properties of boundary problems. 
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The work was initiated in [5], where a class of mixed-order systems of non- 
negative order (lt - K, > 0 for all s, t) was discussed; throughout this paper, 
we indicate how those systems fit into the general picture. The results are 
important for the investigation of spectral properties of such systems (e.g. the 
linearized Navier-Stokes operator), carried out jointly with Geymonat (see [4]). 
An essential tool in Chapter 1 is a rearrangement of the traces in /?u, grouping 
together highest-order terms, next to highest-order terms, etc. When our 
work was in a final stage, we discussed it with L. Boutet de Monvel who analyzed 
(in a personal communication) the question of the choice of Cauchy data by 
transforming A into a (larger) first-order system; this analysis shows the necessity 
of a “grading” of the traces (corresponding to our rearrangement). We do not 
use that transformation of A in the present work, since it does not leave spectral 
properties invariant. 
The main results of this paper were announced in C. R. Acad. Sci. France 280 
(1975), 447-450. 
1. ON GENERAL SYSTEMS 
1.1. Systems of Mixed Order 
Let 0 be a compact n-dimensional CJc manifold with boundary r and interior 
Q = a\r. For an integer 4 > 1, we consider a matrix A = (AFt)aVt=l....,Q of 
differential operators A,, with C” coefficients on 0, of orders I, - k, , where 
(4, 4 ,... , 41 and {k, ,..., &J are given systems of integers. In the terminology 
of Hiirmander [9], A is said to be of type (lt , K,),.,,,....,, , and it is continuous 
from nlctsp H&+rf(Q) to nlS.psa Hafka(Q) for all real (Y. (H’(Q) denotes the 
rth order Sobolev space.) Entries A,, of negative order are zero. The index 
set is called N in the following 
N = (1, 2 ,..., 4). 
The principal symbol of A is the matrix of principal symbols 
U-1) 
defined for (x, 5) E T*(o) (th e cotangent bundle of 0). A is said to be elliptic 
in the sense of Doughs and Nirenberg (cf. [I]) on 0, if det aO(A)(x, 5) # 0 for 
all (x, 6) E T*(@\O. Th IS determinant is homogeneous of degree 1, = 
xtsN Zt - CSEN K, in I; we call Z, the generalized order of A. 
Denote max teN I, by 1. As we want to study square matrices of operators, we 
may assume that max k, < 1 and that min Kt < min 1, (otherwise, entire rows 
or columns in A would be zero). Since the orders of the A,, do not change if 
we add the same number OL to all the integers Zr ,..., 1,) K, ,..., k, , we can further- 
more assume that min K, = 0; then all the integers are 20. For most purposes, 
$3+6/z-3 
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it is also allowed to interchange rows and columns. To fix the ideas, we shall 
therefore assume that the order of the A,, decreases with increasing s and t; 
more precisely we adjust the system so that 
max It = 1 = lr > I, > a.. >, 1, > 0, 
t 
mtin k, = 0 = k, < k, < ... < k, < 1. (1.2) 
The formal adjoint A* of A is the matrix A* = (As)s,tsN, where 
A: = (A,,)*; it is of order 1, - kt = (1 - k,) - (1 - 1,). Thus, for 
It’ = 1 - k, , kt’ = I- 1, , (1.3) 
the system of integers {11’ ,..., IQ’, k,‘,..., k,‘) defines the orders of the entries in 
A* in the analogous way (satisfying the analog of (1.2)). We say that A is of 
symmetric type, when 1,’ = lt and k,’ = k, for all t, i.e., 
1, = 1 - k, for all t E JV, (1.4) 
this holds in particular when A is self-adjoint. We say that A is of nonnegative 
order, when 
lt - k, > 0 t/s, t E N (i.e., min 1, > max k,). 
A special case of nonnegative order and symmetric type is the case where 
there is given a system of nonnegative integers {m, ,... , m,} with m = max m, , 
such that 
4 = m + w , k, = m - m, for all t E N, (1.5) 
then lt - k, = m, + m, , and I= 2m. This case was studied by Grubb [5]. 
1.2. Green’s Formula 
It is no restriction to assume that 0 is imbedded in an n-dimensional 19 
manifold Z without boundary, such that Q is an open subset of Z with Cm 
boundary r in Z, note that r is an (n - 1)-dimensional compact Cm manifold 
without boundary. A will then also be assumed to be given on 2. 
For convenience, we furthermore assume that coordinates are chosen so that 
a neighborhood Z’ of r in Z has the form Z’ = r x ] - 1, 1[ (the points denoted 
(x’, x,)), with Z’ n D = r x IO, l[ and 2’ n (Z\a) = r x l-1, O[. Moreover, 
we assume that Z and r are provided with C* densities dx and dx’ so that dx 
on 2’ equals the product dx’ dx, . The L2 spaces L2(Q), L2(r), L&mp(Z), and 
L&(Z), and associated Sobolev spaces P(Q), etc., are now defined in the usual 
manner; scalar products will be denoted ( , ), indexed by the underlying 
manifold Q, r, or Z, etc. (also when they are scalar products between vector- 
valued functions). Extensions of the L2-scalar products to dualities (e.g. between 
H”(r) and HP(r)) will be denoted ( , >. Now defining the normal derivative by 
D, = -i(a/&,) (i = (-l)l/“) 
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on 27, extended arbitrarily to a CcE first-order operator on L’, we have for u 
and er E Cm(a) 
where y,, is the trace operator 
Yo’o’c = 24 Ir . (1.7) 
(In case .Z is provided with a riemannian metric from the start, one defines D, 
as -i(a/&); its formal adjoint D, * has the same principal part, and analogs of 
(1.6) and the later results are valid, as in [5, 91.) 
A differential operator Q in 2’ is said to be tangential, if it acts along the 
parallel surfaces r, = r X {t} to r for t in some interval I-Z, E[, i.e., (Qu)]~, 
depends only on EC b-, . In local coordinates where U x I-E, E[ with UC r is 
represented by V x I-E, E[, V a subset of P-l, Q is then a differential operator 
L&(x’, x,) D$ containing no differentiations in x, ; and it can also be regarded 
as a family of differential operators Qt = Q Irt on the r, , smoothly parametrized 
by t. Moreover, the formal adjoint Q* on Z is tangential, with Q* Irr = (Q jr,)* 
(the adjoint on r,), and we have 
(Qu, v)n - (w Q*w)n = 0 for 24, w E C$2). (1.8) 
In the following, we simply write Q ITt as Q. 
Any differential operator P of order m on 2 can be decomposed in Z’ (uniquely) 
into a sum 
P = f D;-‘P’, 
S=O 
(1.9) 
where Pr is tangential of order Y; note in particular, that PO is (multiplication by) 
a function PO(x). For a mixed-order system A = (ASt)B,tEN, each entry is 
decomposed in this way 
b-k. 
A,, = c D;-ks-‘A:t , (1.10) 
r=o 
but the entire matrix A does not split in a simple form like (1.9). Anyway, we 
shall have much use of the following matrices of tangential operators of order Y 
A’ = (A;t)s.tsn , Y EZ, 
where Ait is defined by (1.10) for 0 < Y < It - K, and is set equal to 0 otherwise. 
Here, A0 is a matrix of functions. 
The cotangent space over Z’ has a natural decomposition: T*(.Z’) = 
T*(r) x T*(]-1, I[) (denoted (x, 5) = (x’, [‘, X, , t,)), and I’ is said to be 
noncharacteristic for A, when det uO(A)(x’, 0, 0, 6,) =f 0 for 5, # 0. Since Azt 
has principal symbol o”(Ait)(x’, 5, x,) h omogeneous of degree Y in r, we see 
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that det oO(A)(x’, 0, 0, 4,) = det(A:,(x’, 0) [~:?‘~)S.teN = [f: det AO(w’, 0), which 
shows 
LEMMA 1.1. I’ is nonchavacferistic for A if and only if AO(x’, 0) is insertible 
at each x‘ E r. 
We define the trace operators yj by 
yju = yoD,ju, j = 1, 2,..., 
and denote, for Y > 0, 
{YIP, YlW..., Yr-14 = PG. 
Then we have the following precise Green’s formula for A. 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
LEMMA 1.2. For u, w E C?(@‘J, J = (Au, 7~)~ - (u, A*v), equals 
J = C “~-’ i (y. “-y- D~-k.-k-l-rA:t~t, yhvs)r. (1.13) 
s.tsN h=O t-=0 
Proof. It follows from (1.6) that for p > 1, 
(Dn%, z!)~ - (u, 0,“~)~ = (Dn%, v)~ - (D;-‘u, D,o), + ... - (u, D,%), 
D-l 
= i C (Y~-~-~w yhG-. 
k=O 
Then J = ~,s,tsN Jst p where Jst = (A,tut , aJn - (ut , (A,,)* w,), satisfies 
Jst = 1 [(D;-k8-TA:tut, s,), - (ut , (A:,)* D>-ks-rdn] 
T=O 
It-k8-1 1,&-r-l 
= i c r=O ,z, (Y~D~-~~-~-~-~A:,u, > yh~,), , 
in view of (1.8). Equation (1.13) follows by interchanging summations over h 
and Y. 1 
Note that the sum in front of ut gives part of the sum (1.10) when composed 
to the left with Dt+‘. 
The expression can be made more convenient by performing the differen- 
tiations on A$, (at the cost of introducing lower-order “error terms”) and 
rearranging further. We first get 
It-k,-1 It-kl-h-l 
Jst=i C h=O z. (W’t + s) YZt-k,-h--l-r% v Yhw’sh- > (1.14) 
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where S in each place stands for a differential operator of degree one less than 
the operator preceding it. The complete set of traces of u that appear in J is 
(cf. (1.12)) 
PU = tPl,% ? PI& ,...Y Pl*%S, (1.15) 
that we call the total trace of u (with respect to A). Define for each integer j 
(recall (1.1)) 
Nj={tENlft-Z+j>O}, (1.16) 
and set 
BP = iYZt-Z+jut}tsNj * (1.17) 
Then the system of traces pu may be rearranged to the system (also called the 
total trace of U) 
Bu = {&P, BP,..., PI-14; 
in fact /3-r~ consists of the highest-order trace of each ut appearing in pu, and 
/?-~ru consist of the next to highest-order traces, etc. Similarly, the total trace 
of v w.r.t. A* 
Klv>, where 
, p’a = {pI-&.,q ,...) plPk:,ve}, is rearranged to /3’v = {&,‘v,. &‘v ,..., 
Bi’V = kk*+&,N,~ 7 Nj’ = {s E N ) -/x,~ + i > O}. (1.18) 
Denote 
When L, and L, are subsets of N, we denote the minor (.4~t)~ELI,tELt by AL,,Le ,
and we denote the trivial bundle r x nnpL, C by EL,. By a well-known trace 
theorem, /3 and fl’ are continuous 
,& fl H”-‘+‘t(Q) --fn H”-j-(1’2)(ENj), 
EN jeM 
fi’: n H”-k+‘) -+ n H”-i-(1’2)(ENt,), 
8EN dEM 
(1.20) 
for all o > 1 - i. We introduce the notations, for (I E R, 
H,” = n Ho--)(ENj), fj,“, zxz n H”-i-(112)[ENi,). (1.21) 
jshf isA 
Considering (1.14), we now set 
h=l-kk,--l-i, 
r=i-j, 
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whereby 1, - k, - h - 1 - r = lt - 1 + j, and Jst becomes 
I-k,-1 i 
Jst = 1 1 WY + S) Yl,-l+Pt , YI-k,-I--ivJr 
i=l-I, j=l-1, 
l-k,-1 Z-l 
= C 1 i((Af,’ + S) Yz,-1+Pt 3 YL-k*-l-Psh- 1 
i=O j=l-I, 
where we have extended the summation ranges for i and j trivially by use of 
the convention that Ai;j = 0 for i < j. Since, by definition of Nj and N,‘, 
l-k,-1 
l-l 
we finally find that 
J = C c Jst 
ssN teN 
= i& & ,.,Z C i((AfT’ + S St83 Yl lf94 v Y-k,+l-1--iDsIr Y -1 t- 
i-1-i teNi 
where the Sstij are differential operators in r of order <i - j - 1. This is now 
written in compact form by introducing the matrices 
Gj = (At,’ + Sstij)ssN;mI-i.teNj 9 for i, j E M, (1.22) 
and the matrix of matrices 
OZ = taij)/,jsM i (1.23) 
then we have found 
THEOREM 1.3. For all u E ntGN W(Q), v E I&EN W+(Q), 
(Au, v)n - (us A*v)S; = C i(&/3ju, B;-l-iv)r 
i.jeM (1.24) 
= (iIYq324, /3?&, 
where Ol is a diferential operator of type (-j, -i)i.jEM going from @jjeM ENi to 
OisM EN;-,-, t and Ix derwtes the “skew-unit matrix” IX = (SL-l-j,j)i.iEM. For 
each i, j, 
6Tij = Agl,-i.Nj + qj 
where z.j is of order .<i - j - 1. 
(1.25) 
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As S-j = 0 for j > i, CII is a triangular matrix. The skew-triangular matrix 
iI%Y in (1.24) will also be denoted LP; 
02x = iPa?. (1.26) 
With the notation (1.21), ax is continuous from He0 to the dual space of H,&“. 
The analogous operators for A* will be denoted CPG’ and 0P. In view of (1.24) 
we have that rZ?‘X = -(Rx)*, which shows that 
CPI’ zz IypIX. (1.27) 
For scalar operators A or systems of a single order, 02 is clearly invertible 
when I’ is noncharacteristic, for the diagonal elements of 02 are then equal to 
the invertible A”. In the present case, the diagonal elements of fl are only 
minors of ,4O. More precisely, we have from ( 1.16), (1.18) 
LEMMA 1.4. Ni=Niffj>l-minZ,,andN,‘=Nifli>max&. 
It follows that when r is noncharacteristic for A, the diagonal elements 
&j = Afz;-,-j,~, are injectiwe for j < I - 1 - max k, and surjectiwe for 
j > I- min 1, . For systems of nonnegative order, one has min I, > max K, , 
so that all diagonal elements are covered by this analysis; QZ can be split into 
a surjective and an injective part. This was of fundamental use in [5, Chapter III]. 
However, when A contains negative orders, certain diagonal elements of A0 
may be neither surjective nor injective. We will show how the Green’s formula 
can be used even with this deficiency; to do that we first study the connection 
with the Cauchy problem. 
1.3. The Cauchy Problem 
When A is an rth order operator, the set of traces p,u is called the Cauchy 
data for I(, and the Cauchy problem consists of searching for solutions of Au = f 
in 52 (or in Z) with prescribed values of p,u. For proper mixed-order systems, 
the total trace /3u does not function in the same way, as the problem Au =f 
in Q with given /3u on r is overdetermined in the sense that (Au)Jr and gu depend 
on each other. To get a well-posed problem, one must add a compatibility 
condition. Girding et al. [7] proved that the following problem is locally 
uniquely solvable in the noncharacteristic, analytic case 
(i) Au = f in Z:, 
(ii) f9u = /30 on r, with compatibility condition: (1.28) 
(iii) Pk, & AA4 = P~,fs on c for SE N. 
We shall analyze this problem, and will show eventually how (ii) and (iii) may 
be replaced by a boundary condition KU = 4, where K is a trace operator mapping 
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into a space over r of fiber dimension Zlt - Z/z,* (the generalized order 1s of .-I), 
such that the analytic noncharacteristic problem with independently prescribed f 
and $ is locally uniquely solvable. 
The first step is to rearrange the traces [pkIfr ,..., pkpfp) by collecting highest- 
order terms, next to highest-order terms, etc. Define for each integer i >, 0 
Li == {SE A’ I k,$ - 1 + i 3 0}, (1.29) 
and observe that 
Li = CN;-,_, for i&/-l, Li = jy for i 3 I, (1.30) 
C denoting the complement in A? Then the desired rearrangement is 
vf  q = hfliEbf > where vff = h,-~+ifA.~~ . (1.31) 
LEMMA 1.5. Let u E CO-(@@. For any i > 0 
~(AU = C (Aiy.jNj + 9:j) BjU, (1.32) 
j<i 
where each z.j is an Li x _Vj-matrix of d$ferential operators of order <i - j - 1; 
here Li satisfies (1.30). 
Proof. Let s E Li . Then, using (1 .lO), 
(same convention for S as in the proof of Theorem 1.3). Extend the inner 
summation trivially to 0 < r < I, - I + i and set i -- r = j, then 
teN EN j=Z-1, 
= C C tAbi’ + rstij) YZ,-Z+Pt * 
j<i tsNj 
Collecting the terms for s E Li , we find (1.32). 1 
Let us define 
and 
dij = AyNi + .YJj for i,jEM; 
28 = (afj)j,js*f t 
(1.33) 
(1.34) 
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it is a differential operator from BjsM ENj to ,&GM E,.i of type (-j, -i)i,jeM . 
Then Lemma 1.5 shows in particular 
7)Au = Aq3u for u E P(S) (1.35) 
(and for u E Coo(Z for u E nIIEN H’t(Q), etc.). 
The compatibility condition (1.28)( ii1 can then be written as @3@ = qf, so ‘) 
that, if we denote fl@ = y’, the whole problem (1.28) takes the form 
(i) Au = f in Z, 
(ii) /3u = v on r, 
(iii) S?~JI = vf. 
with compatibility condition: (1.36) 
The reduction of (1.36) to a problem without compatibility condition will be 
based on an investigation of the connection between Gpd and S?, This will also 
show in what sense 8~ depends on S?/Iu and thus Au. For the higher-order 
traces fliu with i > 1, we have as an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.5, 
sinceLi=Ni=Nfori>l 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let i > 1. Then 
(1.37) 
By successive applications of this formula, we may express &u in terms of /3u 
and {qlAu, T(+~Au ,..., QAu}. 
We denote by S?’ the analogous operator for A*. Since (A*),, = (A,,)* = 
z>zo” (A:,)* D>-‘+, we have that (,4*)’ - AT* is of order <r - 1. Then 
Bij = (Ai--j**)CNl-,-i,N,~ + Fij for i,jEM, (1.38) 
with sPij of order <i - j - 1. 
By a well-known trace theorem, we have the continuity for all u > I- 4 
(also from spaces over Z) 
?: l-j H”-z+ks(Q) - n H”-i-‘1!2’(ECN;_l_i), 
SEN iehf 
(1.39) 
7)‘: ,-, H”-“(~) + n H”-i-(1’2’(ECN,_,_i), 
EN ish4 
the spaces on the right will be denoted H,,o resp. H,9 . Then 9: Hea + H,,o 
and @ : H,9 + H,9 are continuous for all (T E R. 
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1.4. Relations between QZ and 9 
The indexations of 02, S?‘, and 9” fit very nicely together in the way that 
flij, Bij, and (B~-l-j,l-l-i)* are indexed by N;-,-i x Nj, CNi-,-, x LVj and 
N’ I-l-i x CNj , respectively. Thus, defining 
Gf = Ix(B’)*Ix = (%?ij)i.jsM with %‘ij = (Bi-r-j,r-l-i)*r (1.40) 
we can piece together 6Zfj, Bij, and gij as blocks in an N x N-matrix defined 
(1.41) 
the last block flij we define to be a zero matrix indexed by CN& x CNj . 
The Bij together form the matrix 
B = (9ii)i.jeM 8 also written B = 
ozv 
( 1 9 0 
(1.42) 
(by two different ways of forming blocks). Now we have (with the first notation 
in (1.42)) 
PROPOSITION 1.7. 
9= 
A0 0 ... 0 
Al A0 ... 0 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
AZ-2 . . . A0 
(1.43) 
where W is a differential operator in BjeM EN of type (-j, -i + I)i,jeM . 
Proof. We have from Theorem 1.3 that UZij = Ah~i,-~,,.,~ + Yij, and 
from (1.33) that aij = A&,!;-,-i,Nj + zj, and Vij = 9?‘;*1-j,r-1-i = 
p-j N;-I-,,CNj + ~;Z~-j,l-l-i . Finally, 0, = A&&,-i,CNj ; for when s E CNi-1~i , 
then by definition k, > 1 - i, and when t E CNj then I, < 1 - j, so that 
I,-kK,<i-jandhenceA$j=O(cf.(l.lO)). fl 
The principal part of 9’ equals the matrix constructed analogously from A0 
and the principal parts of Al, AZ,... . The exact structure of 9 can of course 
be found by suitable application of Leibniz’ rule to the expressions in (1.13), 
(1.32). 
For the case where I’ is noncharacteristic for A, this leads to very satisfactory 
information about G! and 99. 
LEMMA 1.8. When r is noncharacteristic for A, 9 is a bijective differential 
operator in njeM H”--j-(112)(EN) for all (T E R, its inverse .@ being a differential 
operator of the same type. 
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Proof. B = 9, + 8, ) where 8, is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
equal to A”, and 8, is nilpotent. Since A0 is invertible, B is invertible with 
inverse @ = P’;l XL, (-.P$Y;‘)“. 1 
Note that @ is again triangular. For each element gjk (i, k E M), we decom- 
pose the rows according to N = Nj v CNj and the columns according to 
N = Nf& v CN&, , with notation 
The fact that 8% = P@ = I then leads to the formulas 
(1.45) 
( (1.46) 
with identity and zero matrices I and 0 in the appropriate spaces. 
When T is a continuous operator from fl15EMHu-j-(1/s)(E,) to JJ.sMH~-+-(r/~)(Fj) 
for (I E R, (Ej)jEM and (Fj),EM being vector bundles over r, we denote 
P(T) = 
( 
q E n H”-j-(“2’(EJ 1 Tp, = 0 
1 
, 
iEM 
(1.47) 
Em(T) = u ZU(T), Z=‘(T) = n ZO(T), 
oeb! OEW 
and 
R”(T) = T ( n H+““‘(E,)) , 
JEM 
(1.48) 
R-“(T) = u R”(T), Rm(T) = n RO(T). 
OSP OCR 
THEOREM 1.9. Assume that r is noncharacteristic for A. 
(i) &Y: Hea --+ H,,o is surjective for all u E IF!, with the continuous, injective 
right inverse &i: H,,o + He”. 
(ii) For each u E Iw, the space Hea decomposes into the direct topological 
sum 
He0 = Z”(3Y) + R@), (1.49) 
and the hereby determined projections onto the components are daC resp. &%. 
Moreover, 
P(S) = R@). (1.3 
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(iii) Ro(%‘) is parametrized by H,,U. For ZO(@, we have: The diagonal 
elements Sfjj = --&,, r-I-,‘N, are surjective morphisms of E.Vj onto E,,;-l_I , the 
kernels Zi being (possibly nontrivial but stably trivial) vector bundles oz’er F. 
There exists an injective, continuous di@erential operator 2: njG,,, HO-‘-“~“(Zj) ---t 
HOa, having a continuous, surjective differential operator 3 as left inverse, such that 
Zu(;B) _ 8 fl Ho-j-tl’2)(Zj). (1.51) 
jcM 
(iv) The sesquilinear -form <@“v,, (cl>= on He0 x Hi?, appearing in the 
Green’s formula, is nondegenerate on Z-(B) x Z’--o(B’). 
Proof. It is seen from (I .46), that #& = I on H,,o, which implies (i). 
To prove (ii), note that da + &B = Z on HBa by (1.45), with .gB@@d = 0 
by (1.46). Then da and &% are complementing projections onto the com- 
ponents in the direct sum 
Hea = R”(&) + R@%?). (1.52) 
Now & = 0 implies q~ = (a0! + &@) v = a&~, so Z”(B) C R”(&J!). Then, 
since LB? = 0 (cf. (1.46)), 
RU(&GSG) C R”(&) C ZO(.@) C R”(&), 
proving that R”(&Q!) = RO(a) = ZO(B). Since B is surjective from He0 to H,,o, 
R”(&B) = &P(g) = &H,o = RO(&). So the decomposition (1.52) is exactly 
that in (1.49), which proves (ii). 
The first statement in (iii) is a restatement of the fact that RO(.@ = &H;, 
with g injective. Concerning a parametrization of Z”(B), we note that d is 
generally not injective, so (1.50) does not give one; it is found in a different 
way: Since B and d are triangular, gijgjj = Z on E,--;_,-j, so Bjj may be 
regarded as a surjective vector bundle morphism, and the kernel Z, is a vector 
bundle. As Zj is the component in ENj of the kernel of (BjjOjj) = il&;_l_,,,v , 
Zj is stably trivial; an example below shows that it can be nontrivial. The 
parametrization (1.51) of Z”(@ follows from [5, Section 1.31, which gives 
g = Z - L&Y,?, 9 = Z + gdBs , here Bs = ((I ~ sii) Bij)i,jeM and &)d = 
w%h&f . 
Finally, consider (iv). We must show that for $ E Z1-~(.W), 
(~“cp, *ir = 0 for all v E Za(B) implies # = 0. 
The statement with v and I/ interchanged then follows by noticing that 
(G&p, +>r = -(v, GP$), , where (flX#, ajr is the analogous boundary form 
for -4*. Note also that d’ = Z@*Z& (cf. (1.27) and (1.38)), and fl’@’ is the 
identity on ZU(%). 
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By (1.50) the 9 E Z”(g) are obtained as p = ax, where x runs through 
nioM Ho-i-(1/z)(E,v;-l-r). Thus 
<G&p, *)r = i<PGZ2x, 14)~ = i(x, 0?Vl*P~~r 
= i(x, I4’ac’JI>, = i(x, Ix+), . 
If this is zero for all x, it follows that # = 0. 1 
Remark 1 .lO. Further applications of (1.45) and (1.46) show that when 
{q~, +} E Hea x Hk? and vr = a@, ~a = &+, #r = a’@$, #a = B’s& 
then(dXv, , I,&)~ = (O!xp,, #r)r = 0, and hence 
Since aij is of order i - j and is indexed by CNi x CN;_rmj , g is zero when A 
is of nonnegative order (cf. Lemma 1.4). Otherwise, it is generally nontrivial; 
as an example, a itself, considered on a subset of r, has empty reduced Cauchy 
data (cf. (1.55) below), but an important a-term in Green’s formula. 
Example 1. Il. Zj can be nontrivial as soon as there exist nontrivial, stably 
trivial bundles over r (a bundle is stably trivial when its direct sum with some 
trivial bundle is trivial). To give a very simple example, let 
on Ra; with I, = 1s = l3 = 2, l4 = 0 = k, = k, = k3, k, = 2. As det u”(A) = 
--I 4 14 1 x Is, A is Doughs-Nirenberg elliptic on R3\0, of generalized order 4. 
I= max It = 2, and No = Nr = No’ = N,’ = { 1, 2, 3). Thus for instance 
aoo = &N,v, = (x1 xs x3). When part of r is the sphere S2 = {x / / x 1 = I), 
ker gt,,, there equals the tangent bundle of S2, which is nontrivial. 
Note the immediate consequence of (iii). 
COROLLARY 1.12. When r is noncharacteristic, Z”(W) is dense in Z”‘(a) for 
0’ < 0. 
As another consequence, we find how functions with given boundary values 
may be constructed. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Assume that r is noncharacteristic for A, and let p be 
an integer >I. For all o > p - 4, the trace operators 
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D-1 
6% Bz ,...v Pnel}: n H"-z+z'(Q) - He0 x JJ H"--j-(l'*)(EN), 
LEN j=l 
P-l 
(pi ylA,..., qp-lA}: n H”-zfzt(L?) + He” X n H”-j-(*‘2)(EN), 
tsN id 
9-l 
{~0!/3; 7A; TJ~A,..., ~p-lA}: n H”-‘+“(Q)-+ Z”(B) X H,,” X n H”-i-(1’2)(EN), 
iEN j=l 
are continuous and surjective, and have continuous right inverses. (Similar 
statements with H”(O) replaced by H&(Z) e7zrywhere.) Moreov~, for 
II E ntpN HO-z+lt(Q), the three trace vectors {/?u; & ,..., ,Qlu}, {j3u, r),Au ,..., 
qD-lAu), and {6@%; 7Au; QAU ,..., T~-~Au} may be expressed by one another, 
by continuous d$ferential operators between the above-mentioned spaces over r. 
Proof. Let u E ntEN H0-‘+‘r(S2). Then {/?u; /?ru ,..., fl,-i~} and (flu; qlAu ,..., 
T~-~Au} determine each other by differential operators over l-‘, as described 
in Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.6; and {fiu; T~Au,..., ~p-lAu} and @CZ,%; ~Au; 
rl& ,..., v~-~Au) determine each other by the formulas 
,6u = (d%! + c&i%) /3u = &!/h + &Au. 
The continuity and surjectiveness and the existence of continuous right inverses 
of the trace operators then follows from the statement for {flu; /$u,..., pD-iu}; 
this is just a rearrangement of the separate “Cauchy data” 
{pa-z+pl ,..., pv-z+po} E n n H”-‘+“-i-(1’2)(r), 
EN OS&P-l+l, 
for which the statement is well known (cf., e.g. Lions and Magenes [ll, Thto- 
r&me 1.9.41). 1 
1.5. The Reduced Cauchy Problem 
In order to formulate a Cauchy problem without compatibility condition 
we introduce 
DEFINITION 1.14. When r is noncharacteristic for A, define the boundary 
operator K by 
K = E&q3 (1.55) 
it is continuous and surjective from nIIEN Ho-‘+lt(SZ) (and from nltsN H,“,-,l+‘r(Z)) 
to HKU = njeM H”-j-(1/2)(Zj) f or u > 2 - 4. KU will be called the reduced 
Cauchy data of u. 
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We then have, for the Cauchy problem (1.36) 
THEOREM 1.15. Assume that r is noncharacteristic for A. A function 
24 E J&N H,o-z+z:(z), u > 1 - :, is a solution of the Cauchy problem with com- 
patibility condition 
Au =finZ, flu = g3 on r, with -qf = 35~1, (1.36) 
if and only if u is a solution of the reduced Cauchy problem 
Au =fin& KU = t,b on r, (1.56) 
where the transition between (1.36) and (1.56) is given by 
l+h = map, (1.57) 
q2 =&+a,lf. (1.58) 
Proof. When u is a solution of (1.36), we define # by (1.57), and u solves 
(1.56) by the definition of K. Conversely, when u is a solution of (1.56), define 
q by (1.58), and we have 
and Tf - ~&JJ = Tf - 2?& - S?&$f = 0, since & E Z”(9) and 9!?& = I. 1 
Analogous statements of course hold in the neighborhood of each boundary 
point. The existence and uniqueness theorem of Girding et al. [7] carries 
over to a local existence and uniqueness theorem for the reduced Cauchy 
problem (1.56) (in the analytic case), with independently given analytic data f 
and #. 
Remark 1.16. Our choice of K is closely linked with the parametrization 
(1.51) of .P(@. I n s p ecial cases, there can be more convenient choices, as in 
the case where A is of nonnegative order: By Lemma 1.4, the diagonal elements 
ajj in 0! are injective for j < 1 - 1 - max k, and surjective for j > I - max k, . 
Then, if we divide OZ in blocks by splitting rows and columns into the first 
I- max k, and the last max k, ones, we have 
where 6P is injective and C?P is surjective. Splitting d in the same way, and 
decomposing pu accordingly into {pu, filu}, we tind for the projection of pu 
into P@) 
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where ~ooLJ?oo = I and @1d11 = I by the construction of d, so that @L?@u 
and {/?OU, CP@) determine each other. As reduced Cauchy data we can now 
use 
z-1-max l;i I-1 
($24, Gslly34) E n H+-(l~z)(EN,) x n Ho-j-(1i2)(ENimL_,). 
j=O j=Z-max Pt 
(This choice was used in [5] for systems of the special kind satisfying (1.5) 
with slightly different notations.) Note that in this case, the boundary term in 
the Green’s formula equals 
i(Q@u, I*/Yv‘; = i(G!m/30u, I”/3”v) + i(@“/30u + GP~lu, IX/3’Ov) 
= i($u, IXQP1/3”v) + i(QP”j3% + CP/31u, Zx/3’oe), 
a nondegenerate sesquilinear form on the reduced Cauchy data ($u, QP~‘u}, 
{~‘%, flil/?%}, in accordance with Remark 1.10. (The I” denote various skew- 
unit matrices.) 
Wagschal showed in [14] the existence of a more refined local reduction for 
the analytic case: In the neighborhood of each point of a noncharacteristic 
surface it is possible to choose another system of orders {&*,..., I,*} with 
,,$* = Cl, - 2X, , so that the problem 
Au = f, Plt*Ut = % for tEN, 
without compatibility condition, is well posed. Our above result shows that 
such a choice of orders {Z,*}fEN cannot in general be made globally, since it 
would lead to a parametrization of P(.%‘) by the sections in a trivial bundle 
BtEN (r x Cl:*), in contrast with the observations in Theorem 1.9(iii) and 
Example 1.11. 
2. BOUNDARY PROJECTORS FOR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
2.1. Extensions of the Trace Operators 
In this and the next chapter, we assume that A is elliptic on z in the sense 
of Doughs and Nirenberg; in particular, I’ is noncharacteristic for A. Then ,4 
has a properly supported parametrix A (cf. e.g. [IO]), satisfying 
AA = I + S, , AA = I +- s, , (2.1) 
where S, and S, are properly supported integral operators on ,2 with Cat kernels. 
(These are the properly supported pseudodifferential operators of order -co; 
the class is also denoted L-“(z).) If 27 can be chosen to be a compact manifold 
without boundary (see the discussion in Seeley [13]), A may be chosen so that 
S, and S, are projections with finite rank, which simplifies the results. W’e 
shall comment particularly on the case S, = S, = 0. 
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In the following, we denote Q = 52, and Z\D = Q- . The restriction operators 
from g(Z) to g(Q+), resp. 5@‘(E), will be denoted Y+, resp. Y-. The operators 
extending functions defined on Q+ , resp. Sz- , to functions on Z equal to 0 
on Q-, resp. Q+ , will be denoted e+, resp. e-. (ef and e- can be defined on 
certain distribution spaces but not on g’(&).) For brevity, we denote 
e+r+u = u+, e-r-u = u-, 
whenever the composed operators apply. 
Besides the most well-known terminology, we also use the following (for all 
SER) 
Cc@*) = y*G=w (here Ci”,@+) = Cm@+)); 
f$,(Q*> = y*fG&) (here HOW == H”(Q+)); 
H&fyi?) = (u E H&m&) 1 supp u c iV>, for anv closed set M. _
Then H”(Q+) and H;JZ) perform as dual spaces with respect to ( , >o+, 
and HFr,,,(Q-) and H;:(Z) are dual w.r.t. ( , >o- ; this has to do with the fact 
that C;“,(&) is dense in E&,, (Q*), and C,z(sZ+J is dense in HA*(Z), for all S. 
For s > 0, s # 3 + integer, Hi+(Z) coincides with (ef of) H,,B(Q+), as defined 
by Lions and Magenes [l 11; it equals the space of functions u E HJ(Q+) with 
yj’iu = 0 for 0 <i < s - 4. We denote nsER H” = Hffi, USSR H” = Hma. 
The trace operators /3, 17, etc., originally defined on smooth function spaces 
over Q, and Z, will now be extended to certain distribution spaces over Q+ 
and Sz- ; for this we introduce the more precise notation: /3+, v+, etc., act on 
e c., ;paF over Q, ; fi-, y-, t act on spaces over Q2_ . We shall also write fl+ 
or +Y+, fi- for P-Y-, etc. (NE?!, fi+ and /I- coincide on Cm(Z)q.) Green’s formula 
for smooth functions is 
(Au, w)n+ - (u, A*w)n+ = (Ofxj3+u, /3’+~)~ for 24, v E CD@+)‘; (2.2) 
and since (,4u, v)~ = (u, A*zJ)~ for II, w E C,,=(Z’)“, we also have 
(Au, a),- - (u, A*v)~- = -(olX@-u, fl’-~)~ for u, z’ E Cs(&)“. (2.3) 
We note moreover, that /3: ntP,v H,“,-,l+‘fZ) - HBu has the adjoint 
,9*: (H;)’ -+ n H;“+2-“(Z) 
tEN 
for (T > I- 4, (2.4) 
where (HBu)’ = njsM H--“+j+(llz)(EN,). With this, we may write Green’s for- 
mula (2.2) on a distributional form, which in itself does not extend to the 
large spaces we need, but has a useful derived formula (Proposition 2.9 below) 
(Au)+ - ,4u+ = ,T%P~u for II E fl H&(Z). 
EN 
(2.5) 
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W-e extend our trace operators by use of the formulas (2.2) (2.3), by a method 
directly inspired by Lions and Magenes [ 11, Section 2.61. For a single-order 
system, one has that when u is very general but Au EL”, the Cauchy data of u 
make good sense. In the present case, we find that Au EL” is not sufficient to 
ensure that /3u makes sense, for A+ = +4u cannot be defined (in our frame- 
work) for arbitrary du E L2. However, we shall see that the reduced Cauchy data 
are defined. The total trace /3u is then defined when 7-4~ has a classical meaning. 
Introduce 
(2.7) 
for o E R and u = -&co. The space are provided with the graph topologies. 
LEMMA 2.1. CG,(&p is dense in D*“(A) for all (r E R, and in D:‘(A) for 
u >, 1 and u < 0. 
Proof. If u > I, the spaces equal nteN Hr,;$‘t (Q+), for which the statement 
is well known, so we may assume u < 1. Since the parametrix d is properly 
supported, we only have to consider elements with support near r, and the 
proofs for D-O(A), D”‘(A) are analogous to those for D+o(A), D”;‘(A). 
Let u E D+o(A). We must show that any continuous linear functional 
D+o(A) 3 ZI I-+ L(o) E C, that vanishes on P@+)Q, must vanish on u. So let L 
be such a functional; it can be represented by two distributions 
f E ntEN Hi”++‘-‘t(Z) and g E nscN &t*(Z), for which 
44 = (UT .f:in+ + (Au, g>,+ (2.8) 
When v = r+@ for @ E Coa(Z)q, (v, f )o+ = (dj, f jr; and similarly, (A?, g),+ = 
<r+A@, g>n = l-4@, gjr (use that C,“(Q,) is dense in Hi+(Z)). The assump- 
tion on L thferefore means that 
(@,f:“P + (A@,g), = 0, V@ E coyZl>n, 
i.e., f = -A*g. By (2.1), 
g = @*9* - s,*)g = -Ay- s,*gE JJ H-+y.q. 
SEN 
Since g has support in 8, , there exists a sequence g, E Co”(Q+)q converging 
to g in nsEN Hlj”;fz-k$X) C nJEN Hz?(Z); this is used to show 
<A% gh?, = ilfnm (-4% gA2+ = iz (u, -4*g,h2+ 
= (~7 A*g)n + = -<u,f>n,. 
When this is inserted in (2.8), we find that L(u) = 0. 
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In the proof for u E D:‘(A), we take g EL*(Q+)‘J, then e+g is shown to belong 
to I-LV x7, -U+z-K$Z1) C e+L2(Q+)‘J when cr < 0, and the proof goes analogously. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For integer Y > 0, the mapping T+ = d0@+, defined on 
Cm@+)*, extends by continuity to a continuous mapping, also denoted rf, from 
D;‘vO(A) to Z-r(B). Similarly, r- = &?Q!fi- extends by continuity to a continuous 
mapping r-: D:“‘(A) - Z-‘(B). For u E D;‘*‘(A) and v E nTseN Hl;‘kcs”~(Q~) 
with T):*A*cL’ = 0 for i = O,..., Y + 1 - 1, one has the Green’s formulas 
(Au, v),* - (u, A’v)~, = f(0Prfu, /3’*vjr. (2.9) 
Proof. Since the statements are actually concerned with a neighborhood 
of r, it suffices to give the details for Tf. Thus let u E D;‘vo(A). 
For 4 E Zl+r(~‘), let v6 E nsEN HT+‘-k8(Q+) with d’6Y’/?‘+va = 4 and 
&+A*@, = 0 for i = O,..., Y + 1 - 1; it may be chosen to depend continuously 
on #, cf. Proposition 1.13. Note that /Y+v* = $I = d’QZ’# and that -4*v, E 
nteN HO+~kz-z@+). For w E C?(o+)R, (2.2) gives 
(-4w, %),+ - (w, ~Z*V,)~+ 1 i(N!$3+w, #)r 
= i(d?@?+w, IxeC’*)r. 
(2.10) 
Since the sesquilinear form i(x, Pa’&, is continuous and nondegenerate on 
{x, [} E Z-‘(B) x Zr+r(9Y), we may deJne an element T+U E Z-‘(a) by 
i<T’u, I”a’#> = (AU, z&+ - (u, A%,),+ (2.11) 
for all I#J E Zr+r(B’); the duality in the last term is between ntPN H-‘-l+lf(Q+) 
and ntEN Hi+‘-’ c(.Q+). It is easily checked that T+U depends continuously on 
u E D;‘,‘(A), and by (2.10) it coincides with dG&Vu when u E C’(D+)Q, so r+u 
is the desired generalization. 
Finally, to show that Green’s formula generalizes, let w E nsEN Hr+‘-‘;$2+) 
with TJ~‘A’ZJ = 0 for i = O,..., Y + I - 1, and denote ,6’+v = J+L Then 
p:+(v -VII) = 0 for i = O,..., Y + 1 - 1 (cf. Proposition 1.13), so v - a, E 
nseN H;+‘-‘a@+). S ince Com(J2+)n is dense in this space, we have (Au, v - v&+ = 
(u, A*(v - Q))~+ , and hence 
(-4~9 v),+ - (u, A*v)Q+ = (Au, ~,)a+ - (u, A*v&+ 
= i<7+u, IxOf#), = (Olx7+u, /3’+~)~. m 
An immediate consequence for K = ,% is (using that B’*v = r’fv for v as 
in Proposition 2.2) 
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COROLLARY 2.3. For integer r .,;r 0, JCL- extends by continuity to D;‘~“(=l), 
and we have the Green’s-formula for u, v as in Proposition 2.2 
(Au, +* - <:u, ‘A*v,y2* = jII(~dk*u, PK’-tQ- . (2.12) 
Remark 2.4. Analogs of Corollary 2.3 of course hold for other choices of 
reduced Cauchy data. In particular, it holds for the choice for systems of non- 
negative order described at the end of Section 1.5. For such systems, @6l’q1 
and GY~J determine each other, so also @3+ extends to D;‘l’(A). This could 
also be proved by use of the fact that &!3+X$ h ere is a trace operator of class 0 in 
the sense of Boutet de Monvel[2], i.e., its symbol is 0([;‘), so that it makes sense 
on L2(Q+)‘J and even on &‘(a+)~. That can be shown by a calculation based on 
the precise Green’s formula Lemma 1.2. (This observation was made in a 
collaboration with Geymonat, see [4].) Wh en the orders in A are arbitrary, 
I%?/?+ need not extend to D;‘*‘(A), but @QZ/3f does, so we may conclude, by the 
sharpness of [2], that &!CY/?+A is a trace operator of class 0. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For integer r > 0, the mapping /3*, defined on C$,(o$, 
extends by continuity to a mapping, also denoted /3*, from D;‘(A) to Hir, and 
the Green’s formulas (2.2), (2.3) extend to u E D;‘(A), v E nIseN H$“,;“*(Q,) 
with T~‘A *z’ = 0 for i = 0,. . , r + 1 - 1. 
Proof. For u E D;‘(A) C D;“‘(A), 7%~ is defined by Proposition 2.2, and 
?*Au is classically defined. We then set 
and since it equals d&3*u + A%?fi*u on smooth functions, it is the desired 
extension. The validity of Green’s formula follows from (2.9), when we note 
that (GTX&*Au, I,!J;:~ = 0 for # E Zr+r@‘), cf. Remark 1.10. 1 
2.2. Boundary Projectors 
In the following, we use the notions of Boutet de Monvel [2] freely, so that 
we can give rather short descriptions. We recall that a classical pseudodifferential 
operator P on Z of order r having the so-called transmission propert?) with 
respect to r defines two operators 
Pn, = r+Pe+, Ps2- = r-Pe-, 
continuous from H&,&2*) to H;&,(Q*) for all s > -i (extending to 
&“(a,) + 5@‘(&), if r < 0), cf. [2, Section 21. The entries in A and A have this 
property, since the terms in their symbols are polynomials, resp. rational 
functions, of the covector 6.l Denoting by Q a generic pseudodifferential 
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operator on r, Boutet de Monvel furthermore introduces trace operators (going 
from sZ* to r) of the form T = CL0 Q;vj*(Pi)o* , Poisson operators K (adjoints of 
certain trace operators, going from r to sZ.J, and singular Green operators of 
the form G = C Kj 0 Tj (acting in &). When the composite of two such 
operators can be defined, it also belongs to one of those classes. (More specifically, 
one has for the operators relative to 52 +: T 0 K is a pseudodifferential operator 
on p, TOP,+, T 0 G, and Q o T are trace operators; Pn o K, G 0 K, and 
K 0 Q are Poisson operators; and Pn 0 G, G 0 Pn , Gz G’, K 0 T, and 
Pn 0 P; - (PP’), are singular Greenf operators, cf: [2, (1.13)].) Each class 
contains ;he operatois that are integral operators with C” kernel (on liLi* x & , 
r x r, r x 0,) & x r, and 0, x 8+, respectively)2, called negligible 
operators; they are the operators of order --33 in the respective classes. Two 
operators are said to be equivalent (notation: -), when their difference is 
negligible. 
Introduce now 
DEFINITION 2.6. K = &Y*W, 
Ki- = ,f&‘*aX and K- = T-A/Pw. (2.13) 
From the continuity properties of /I’* it is seen that K maps H,Q into 
ntpN H,“;‘+‘r(Z) for ‘all u < 4. Then 
(2.14) 
are continuous for G < 4. Since the K* are Poisson operators (cf. [2, Exam- 
ple (3.3)]), it follows that in fact the continuity in (2.14) holds for all o E R. 
Now introduce 
DEFINITION 2.7. P+ = -fi+K+ and P- = B-K-. 
Pf and P- are pseudo-differential operators on r by the calculus of [2], 
or by the direct proof by Hormander [9] or Seeley [ 121. For u > 1, they are 
clearly continuous from HBo to itself; then this holds for all u E R; i.e., they 
are of type (-j, -i)i,jsM in @j,zz EN,. Note that 
r+AK* = r+AA;B’*m = r*(I + S,) /Y*O!x 
= T*Slp*aX, negligible Poisson operators. 
(2.15) 
Then the K* in fact map HO0 into Dh”(A). In particular, the continuity of P* 
for negative integer D also follows from Corollary 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. P+ + P- = da 
* For T and G, include also composites of such operators with trace operators. 
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Proof. Let q~ E H,I. Then K*p, E .ITH&,,,(Q+). For each 4 E Zl(#), let 
v E KU&&&,(~) with /3’v = 4, q’A*w = 0. Let vi = Y*V. 
(ax(p+ + p-1 % 4r 
= -(flxP+K+% h- + VW-K-y, 9% 
= -(AK+% v+)n+ + F+% A*o+)n+ - (Ah, ?L)fi- + (K-93 A*v-)n- 
= I + II + III + IV. 
By (2.15), we have 
I + III = -(Y+S~/Y*ax~, v+)Q+ - (Y-s,/3’*axy, vJ*- 
= -(sJ3’*mp, v)z . 
For II and IV we note that &I E IiY&& ’ -’ ,E and A*w belongs to the closure ) 
of com(z\r)Q in nHz-zt(&) for some compact C, C 2, so that 
Altogether, 
II + IV = (Kq, A*v)= = (AK~J, a)= 
= ((I + s,> Is’*axp, o>z 
= <8’*flxy, v>s + (s,g*@$ v)L.. 
(2.16) 
for 4 E Zz(#). Note also that 
3?(P+ + P-) v = -93/3+Kp, + .@-Kp, = -q+AKg, + v-AKp, 
= -7)+S~~*mp + 7)-slp’*axp, = 0, 
so (P+ + P-) v E Zz(SI). Then (2.16) implies (P+ + P-) ‘p = &Zp. 1 
The remaining investigations will be based on 
PROPOSITION 2.9. (i) For all u E D;“(A), one has 
&Au - u - (S,),* II = fK*/+tu. (2.17)-t 
(ii) For all u E D;“(A), one has 
&Au - Y - (S,),+ iv = f(K*~*u + Su), (2.18)f 
where S = -ir*S,q’*.lXZ&*A is a negligible singular Green operator. When A 
is of nonnegative order, S = 0, and (2.18)* extends to D;“*‘(A). 
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Proof. (i) For u E nIteN Hrt(Q+) (= D+l(A)), u = r+U for some 
u E r-h H&Z). Applying r+A to Green’s formula (2.5) with U inserted, 
we find 
r+-ae+r+AU - r+AAe+r+U = r+A/T*axfiU, 
which may be written 
A,+A~ - (1 + s,),+ I( = r+Afi’*@fl+u, 
where the right side equals K+/~+u. This shows (2.17)+ for II E DtL(A). Since 
D+I(A) is dense in D+o(A) for any u < 1, and each term in (2.17)+ defines a 
continuous operator from Dto(A) to ntsN Ho--lfzt(S2+) for integer u < 0, the 
identity extends by continuity to u E D+“(A), all (T. There is a similar proof for 
(2.17)-. 
(ii) We use here a Green’s formula, where the boundary term is decom- 
posed as in Remark 1.10. Let u E &,v Hzf(Q+) and let ~1 E C,m(Q+). Then 
(AQ+Au - (1 + Sa)o+ u, v)o+ = (r+Ae+Au - r+AAe+u, e!)n+ 
= (e+Au - Aefu, A*a), 
= (Au, r+A*&+ - (u, A*r+A*&+ 
= (ay?+u, ,f+A*v), 
= (axrfu, fi’A*v), - i(IGk%~+u, ~‘fi’A*v), 
= (C&+u, /?‘A*v)~ - i(lXgy+Au, T’A*A*v)~ 
= (~)IxT+u, ~‘A*z.>)~ - i(l@$+Au, ~‘&*v)~ 
= (&‘*cPT+u - iS,q’*IXa;)+Au, w)= , 
which gives (2.18)+ for I(. Since q+ is defined on JJssN EPa(SZ+), (2.18)+ extends 
by continuity to D;“(A). When A is of order >O, g = 0 (cf. Remark l.lO), so 
S = 0 and (2.18)+ extends to all of D;“Vo(A). There is a similar proof for 
(2.18)-. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.10. We have 
KfPf N K’ 
(P’)” w P’,’ 
K-P- N K-, 
(P-)” N P-. 
When A is the inverse of A, these equivalences are equalities. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Proof. Let a E [w and let v E HBO. Then u = K+p, E D+“(A), and we have 
by use of (2.17)+ and (2.15) 
K+p, - K+P+v = u + K+fi+u 
= An+Au - Pz>n+u 
= A~+r+s~~‘*a~~ - (S,)“+ K+(p E P(J=2+)? 
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Thus Ki - KfP~’ is negligible. There is an analogous proof for K- - K-P-. 
Now (2.20) follows by applying -/3+ resp. fi-. When A is the inverse of rl. 
S, and S, are zero, so the various negligible operators arizing in the proofs 
are zero, and K*P* == K+, (P*)* = P*. 1 
In the case where -4 is invertible, the preceding statements lead to a very 
instructive result. 
THEOREM 2.11. Assume that d is invertible on E, z being compact. Define 
for each 0 E R 
&O(A) = u E n H”-l+zt(Q*) 1 Au = 0 in 52* . 
I I 
(2.21) 
tEN 
Then the K* map Hea onto &O(A). Moreover, the B* map Z*U(A) bsjectively onto 
RO(P*) = P+He”, with FK*: R”(P*) --f Z*“(A) as inverses. 
The operators P* = ‘ffi*K* in Hea satisfy 
He0 = RO(P+) + RO(P-) + R@), 
and Pf, P-, and &I are the corresponding projections. 
(2.22) 
Proof. It is seen e.g. from (2.15) that K* in the present case maps Ha0 into 
ZhU(A). Then since P* = Tfp*K*, RU(P*) CB*Zku(A). On the other hand, 
we have by (2.17)+ that when u E Z+O(A), then u = -K+/I+u, so in particular 
fl+u = ++K+/I+u = P+p+u, which shows /?+Z+O(A) = RU(P+). The proof with 
minus is analogous, and we have shown the first part of the theorem. Since 
/~*Z+O(A) C Z”(S) by (1.35), the rest of the theorem follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.9(ii), and Propositions 2.8 and 2.10. 1 
The theorem shows how Z+O(A) is parametrized, via j3+ and -K+, by 
R”(P+)(= Z”(S) n ZO(P-)), and this is extremely useful in the study of 
boundary value problems. 
When A is not invertible, one does not get a genuine parametrization. 
However, by the method of Seeley [13, Appendix], one can get it modulo 
finite-dimensional errors. This requires choosing certain parametrices very 
carefully. Otherwise, one has to work modulo operators of order --co, which 
can also give rather satisfactory results, see Chapter 3. Let us formulate a 
conclusion for the general case (cf. Theorem 1.9, and Propositions 2.8 and 2.10). 
THEOREM 2.12. Let A be elliptic on z, with a properly supported parametric A 
(cf. (2.1)). Define K+, K-, P+, and P- by Definitions 2.6 and 2.7. Then the three 
operators P+, P-, and .@B are complementing pseudoprojections on Hea (u E W) in 
the sense that (i) each operator equals its own square (modulo L-m(T)); (ii) the 
product of two diffevent operators equals zero (modL-“(r)). The two operators 
&? and (P+ + P-) are genuine complementing projections on H,o. 
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In the applications, this is used in conjunction with regularity statements 
derived from (2.17)* such as 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let CJ E R. When u E ntEN HO-z+‘t(Q+) with Au E C=@+)q, 
then P-/3+u and &‘%$Vu E HBm. 
Proof. 
(1 - P’) /3+u = /3+(u + K+/?+u) 
= Bf(-&+t-du - WR+ 4 
is the boundary value of a function in Cz(~+~. Since clearly &T/I+u = 
df~+Au E He”, also P-/3+u = (1 - P+ - &9) p+u E HBm. 1 
Formulas (2.18)* can be used to give another theorem on projectors defined 
relative to the reduced Cauchy data; this resembles more closely the result 
for operators of a single order [9, 121. 
THEOREM 2.14. (i) Let A be elliptic on 2, with a properly supported 
parametrix A (cf. (2. I)). Define 
K%=KiE u, 
p* = &!ap*’ = ++K*, 
operators de$ned on Hi” (cf. Section 1.5). Then 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
-- 
K* - K&P*, (2.25) 
and 
p+ ..- p- = I (the identity on H;“), (2.26) 
(P’)” - Ff, (P-)’ N P-. (2.27) 
(ii) When u E D+“(A) with Au E C~@+)Q, then P-K+U E H,“. 
(iii) If A is the inverse of A, the above equivalences are equalities; 
HxU = I?-(P+) i IF(F-), (2.28) 
(P+ and P- being the projections defining this topological direct sum); and the 
spaces &“(A) are parametrized by the spaces R”(P*) (respectively), via K+ and 
Tie. 
Proof. 
zzz K@ - K+-&Y~~ 
- (K* - K*P*) g - 0, 
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since & is the identity on Z-a(B), and dfCT!P* N P*. This shows (2.29, and 
(2.27) follows by applying K*. Formula (2.26) follows from 
where we use that da = (@a)2 and is the identity on Z-m(g) = R+@). 
This shows (i). Property (ii) follows from (2.18)+ 
P-K+U = K+U - p+K+U = K+(U + K+K+U) 
= K+(U + K+T+U) = fCi-(,&+~4U - (L!&+ 24 - SU) 
which is Cm. To show (iii), note that when S, = S, = 0, then AK* = AK*,!? = 0 
(cf. (2.15)), so for any (T E [w, K*RO(P*) C Z+“(A). On the other hand, (2.18)* 
shows that when u E Z*“(A), then u = FK *r*ll = TK*K*U, whence K*U = 
&c*u, so that Z*g(A) = K*RO(P*); and moreover, ?K*K* is the identity on 
&“(A). I 
Remark 2.15. When A is of nonnegative order, we may choose the reduced 
Cauchy data as described in Remark 1.16. More precisely, this amounts to 
replacing the above operators 8 and 3 by 
q = ( I 0 ~~l&pO~OO _ @O a11 1 and 8 = ( @lO~OO &+@O 1 
(then K*, K*, and P* are changed to El+ = {$*, OP/3’*}, K*& , resp. 
qTaP*& = ; O ( =n) P*&), and we get the analogous version of Theorem 2.14. 
3. APPLICATION: REDUCTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
3.1. Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we again denote 52, by 52, and write /3, 7, etc., instead of 
fif, q+, etc. 
Consider an inhomogeneous boundary value problem 
(i) Au = f in Sz, 
(ii) yoyoFu = q on r, 
(3.1) 
with A elliptic on z in the sense of Doughs and Nirenberg, and F being another 
mixed-order system of differential operators F,, on JY of orders I, - n, ; here 
{% ,.-., n,} is a system of integers indexed by the set L = { 1, 2,..., p}. We may 
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assume max, n, < 1, but n,,, = mm, n, can be negative. Decompose each F,, in 
the neighborhood of r 
b-n‘ 
F,, = c F;,;-“-‘, (3.2) 
r=0 
where the Fzt are tangential operators of order T, then 
tsN tEN r=o 
(3.3) 
Define Fit as 0 when I 4 [0, 1, - n.J, and introduce 
Fr = (F&w., t for r EZ. (3.4) 
We now defme Li (not to be confounded with the notation briefly used in 
Section 1.3) by 
Li = (s EL 1 1 - n, = i}, (3.5) 
~~~~L=L,vL,u~~~uL,-, (disjoint union), and Li = 0 for i < 0 and 
for i > I- n, . For s ELM , w: can now write (3.3), by setting Y = i -i and 
noting that n, = 1 - i, 
tEN toN l-t,<j<i 
Thus, introducing the Li x Ni-minors of the matrices Fi-j 
Fij = FiyfNj 9 (3.6) 
we have that {y. &NFstut}8EL1 = &<j<i &jflju, SO that (3.1) takes the form 
(i) Au =f ina, 
(ii) C .%$3,u = fpi on r, 
jQ 
(3.7) 
for i = O,..., 1 - n, . 
(We have written (p in (3.l)(ii) as q~ = {po, q.+ ,..., q~-~,}, with pi being a section 
in EL, .) In the following, we denote (0, I,..., 1 - n,} = Mr. 
When I- n,,, > 1, it is convenient to reduce (3.7) to a problem concerning 
only u and pu, by use of Proposition 1.13. According to this, {~~u}js(r,...,~-~ 1 = 
CiGUlisMr + Dj3u (C and D being systems of differential operators), Which 
for a solution u of (3.7) implies 
& %j& + ,,,C ,M =%h ( C 
i- jch4r 
chj%f + zM DdQ) = Ti Y 
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when i > I. We now define 
B -1 (Bij1icMy.j.M 
b 
Bij = g.j for i<l, Bij = Sjj + c FiihDhj for i 2 I; 
hEMr\M 
then (3.7) is equivalent with 
(i) .4u = f in Q, 
(ii) B@ = # on r, 
(34 
B is a differential operator from GjpM ENj to @jieMr ELi of type 
(4 -h4r.i.M * The trivial bundles ELi over r could in all that follows be 
replaced by nontrivial bundles over I’, and the Bij could be replaced by pseudo- 
differential operators of order i - j. 
By Corollary 2.5, problem (3.8) has a meaning for all u E D;“(A). Using that 
jh = aapu + L&q34 = Ecu + .g+4u, we may even reduce (3.8) to a problem 
involving only the reduced Cauchy data 
(i) Au = f in Q, 
(ii) BKU = 4’ on r, 
(3.9) 
where B = Bg and 4’ = # - B&f. This problem has a meaning on D;“*“(A), 
cf. Proposition 2.2. All the formulations (3.1), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) are equivalent 
for smooth II. It is easy to check what smoothness is required off and the 
boundary data in order to pass from one formulation to another. 
The formulations (3.8) and (3.9) will be considered in the following section. 
3.2. Solvability 
The discussion of solvability properties of (3.8) is most transparent in the 
case where A is invertible on ,L? with inverse 2. In that case, we replace u by 
a = u - &f and set 5 = (CI - &L&f, so that (3.8) is equivalent with 
(i) Aa = 0 in 8, 
(ii) B,%z = 5 on r. (3.10) 
Then, since (i) means that z E Z;m(4), we use the parametrization Z;“(A) 3 a t-+ 
/?a = p E R-“(P+) to carry the problem into either of the problems (a) and (b) 
(a) BPfx = 1; Bg, = 5, 
(take p? = P+x) 
(b) P-p, = 0, 
& = 0. 
(3.11) 
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By (a), one reduces the discussion of existence of solutions to a discussion of 
the surjectiveness of BP+. By (b), one reduces the discussion of uniqueness and 
regularity to a discussion of injectiveness and regularity properties of t(B P-@.3 
This is the motivation behind the following theorems, that are valid for any 
elliptic A. fV:e shall formulate the solvability properties of (3.8) in terms of 
parametrices for the operator (;a). By a right (or left) parametrix we mean here 
an operator (R, IQ with components in the classes of Boutet de Monvel (i.e., KB 
is a Poisson operator and, necessarily, R, = AD + Gs , where GB is a singular 
Green operator), which, composed to the right (or left) with ‘(-4 BP), gives the 
identity plus a matrix of negligible operators. The parametrix is not required to 
be continuous in the opposite sense of *(A BP). For these operators, we do not 
need to specify domain and range spaces, since they act in full scales of Sobolev 
spaces. (Correspondingly, parametrices for the pseudodifferential operators 
on r are pseudodifferential operators.) 
Of course it is also possible to discuss the solvability properties in terms of 
parametrices (with respect to specific spaces) that are simply operators which, 
by composition with “(A B/3), give the identity plus a compact operator (negligible 
operators are a special case of compact operators); this is closely connected with 
Fredholm theory. Since all this is standard techniques, we shall however, for 
the sake of brevity, just analyze parametrices within the classes of Boutet de 
Monvel, and supply this with a regularity result. 
THEOREM 3.1. The operator ‘(A BP) h as a right parametrix if and only if 
BP+ has a right parametrix. Here, when Q is a (pseudodifferential) right parametrix 
for BP’, then ((I + K+QB&& -K+Q) is a right parametrix for t(A B/3); 
and when (k&+G, KB) is a right parametrix for ‘(A B/?) (G, a singular Green 
operator, K, a Poisson operator), then /3Ke is a right parametrix for BP+. 
Proof. (i) Assume that BP+Q -I. Then 
1” A(I + K+QB@ -XC = (AA&, + AK+QB/3& 
= I + (S,), + r+S,B’*f2xQBfl-& 
.- I (cf. (2.15)). 
2 Bfl(I + K+QBfi) A, = B/3A;, - BP+QBfi& 
.- B/3AQ - B/IA* = 0. 
3” AK+Q N 0 (as under 1”). 
4” -BfiK+Q = BP+Q N I. 
Altogether, 
(&) ((I + K+QBP)& -K+Q) ,- (; ;,. 
3 For typographical reasons we write a column of matrices as a TOW, indicated by L(. 
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(ii) -4ssume that (&+Gs KB) . IS a right parametrix for ‘(-4 Z3@. Then 
where we use that B/3Ke N I, and that AK, - 0 implies &t?~Ke - P-fiK, -. 0, 
by Proposition 2.13. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. The operator ‘(A B/3) h as a left parametrix if and only if 
t(B P- 9) has a left parametrix. Here, when (Q1 Qz QJ is a left parametrix for 
“(BP-B), then ((I + K+Q,B&& -K+Q,) is a Zeft parametrix for t(A B/3); 
and when (&+G, KR) is a left parametrix for t(A B/3), then (j3K8 I-/3K,B 
(I - flK,B)@ is a left parametrix for ‘(B P- 9). 
Proof. (i) Assume that (Qr Qa Qa) IS a left parametrix for *(B P- .%A). 
Then we have for u E D+U(A) (any (T E W), by Proposition 2.9, 
(I + K+Q,B@ & Au - K+Q,B@ 
= (I + K+Q,BiWu + K+/~u + (S,), u) - K+Q,B/?u 
= u + K+P + (S,), u + K+Q,BflK+/h + K+Q,B/3(S,), u 
= u + Su + K+(Z ~ QIBP+) ,6u 
= u + s’u + K+(Z - P+ + QZpP-Pf + Q@P+) j% 
= u + .Yu, 
where we use that P-P+ .- 0 and L&P+ and hence 9?P+ - 0 (Theorem 2.12); 
and Kf -v KfP+ by Proposition 2.10 (S, S’, and S” denote negligible operators). 
This gives the left parametrix for t(A B/3). 
Conversely, assume that (-go+G, K,) IS a left parametrix for f(A BP). Then 
/3K,B + (I - ,6K,B) P- + (I - BK,B) &? 
= ,8K,B(Z - P- - L&9) + P- + L&8 
= j3KBBP+ + Z - Pf (Proposition 2.8). 
Now if u = K+P+p, then Au = AK+P+g, = Sp, and B/3u = Bbk’fP+p, = 
-BP+p, + S’cp, so that by the assumption, u = (Ao + GB) r2u + KBI@ + 
S”U = -KeBP+g, + s”‘p, (the S, S’,... denoting negligible operators). Thus 
j3KBBP+ - +3KfP+ - Pf, showing that /SKeBPf + I - P+ ‘V I. i 
Note the following consequence of the proofs. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A- is the inverse of A, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are valid 
with the word ‘ ‘parametrix” replaced by “inverse” eoerywhere. 
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We also have the regularity statement 
THEOREM 3.4. Let o1 >, 1 and a2 E R be giwen, and let a = min{a, , us}. 
Properties (3.12) and (3.13) are equivaht: 
{u, Au, Bfiuj E H”(Q)’ x n H‘++“d(Q) x n H”2-‘-(1’2)(ELj) 
SEN jEMr (3.12) 
implies u E D+“(A); 
{v, Bv, P-cp, 2&} E H,-” x n Ho2-j-(1’2)(EL,) x H,“’ x H,“’ 
jeMr (3.13) 
implies q~ E H,o. 
Proof. Assume (3.12). Let v satisfy the hypothesis of (3.13), and set u = K+v. 
Then u E H-m(Q)*, Au = AK+y E Cm@)” by (2.15), and B/?u = B/3K+p, = 
-BP+g, = -BP + BP-? + B6&+ E njeMy H0-j--(l12)(ELi). It follows, by 
(3.12), that u E D+o(A), and hence q~ = P+p, + SKI = +K+p, + ST = 
+u + SIJI E H,o, where S is negligible; this proves (3.13). 
Conversely, assume (3.13) and let u satisfy the hypothesis of (3.12). Then 
(cf. Proposition 2.9) 
u = An~u - K+@ - (s,), U, 
where An-424 E ntEN H”1-ifzt(f2) and (S?), u E Cm(~n)q. For the term with pu, 
we have 
S?/h = rlAu E H,“‘, 
P-/%4 = (1 - P’ - &?) /!I24 
= /3(u + Kffiu) - &?,h 
= fi(A-,Au - (S,), u) - &&?/3u E H?, 
(using (2.17)+ once more), and by hypothesis, B/h E njaMr HOe-j-fllz)(ELj). 
Then (3.13) shows that pu E HBU, so K+@ E D+o(A). Altogether, u E D+-(A). 1 
For boundary value problems formulated in terms of the reduced Cauchy 
data (3.9), we find, with notations of Theorem 2.14, that *(A &) has a right -- 
parametrix if and only if BP+ has one, and t(A &) has a left parametrix if and -- 
only if t(B P-) has one. (The proofs are very similar to those of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2.) For the regularity, we have a somewhat more general result than 
Theorem 3.4; when A is of order >O. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be of nonnegatiwe order. Let q > 0 and o2 E 88 be given, 
and let 0 = min(a, , u2>. Properties (3.14) and (3.15) are equivalent: 
{u, Au, &u} E H-“&22)” x fl (H++“*(Q) n L2(Q)) x n Hu2-j--(li2)(ELj) 
ssN iEMr 
(3.14) 
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implies u E D”“(-I); 
{pi, Bgj, P-q+ E H,-” x fl H”2-‘-(l”)(EL,) x H,“’ 
jeMr 
implies p? E H,o. 
(3.15) 
Proof. When (3.14) holds, and IJI satisfies the hypothesis of (3.19, we 
have for u = K+v that YIU = ;2K+.$ E C=(Q)@, and -&u = BP+p, = 
ET - BP-F E IYh, H”z-j-(l /2)(EL J, which implies u E D”;“(J) and hence 
q~ = -KU + s’y~ E HKa. 
Conversely, when (3.15) holds, and u satisfies the hypothesis of (3.14) then 
by (2.18)+, 
u = &Au - (S,), u - K’ru - Su 
= &Au - (S,), u - ir+Ku - su, 
where &Au E IQ’“(A), and KU satisfies 
P-KU = (I - P) KU 
= K(U + RfKU) 
= K(&izU - (s,), U - su) E H,“‘, 
and BKU E JJjsMy H”~-J-(lp)(ELj) by hypothesis, so that KU E Htiu by (3.15). 
Then, altogether, u E D”;‘(A). 1 
Also other properties than solvability can be discussed by a reduction to the 
boundary involving the projectors Pf and P-. We intend to show in another 
paper how semiboundedness properties are discussed, continuing the line of 
[5, 61. 
Remark 3.6. The complementing condition in [l] is equivalent with (a) 
and with (b): (a) p = *lo and aO(BP+) is surjective; (b) p = $I, and uO(~(B P- .4?)) 
is injective. When (a) (and (b)) holds, ‘(A BP) has a two-sided parametrix by 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, continuous in the opposite direction of t(A B/3). 
Remark 3.7. The above theory is applied in the treatment of spectral theory 
by Geymonat and Grubb (outlined in [4], details to appear) for strongly elliptic 
mixed-order systems (and certain other systems of nonnegative order). When 
some of the entries in such a system have order zero (example: the linearized 
Navier-Stokes operator) there is, even for boundary problems satisfying the 
complementing condition, an essential spectrum besides the discrete spectrum. 
The discrete spectrum behaves at infinity asymptotically like the spectrum 
of a related operator of strictly positive order, whereas the essential spectrum 
can be described in terms of the principal symbol of the parametrix in 
Theorem 3.1. 
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